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GMI Building Services Reduces
Labor, Improves Safety with the

Heavy Duty Adaptable Cart

New system estimated to save approximately
$22,860 for every 10 workers
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Challenge: Employee-Modified Carts Create Inefficient, Labor-Intensive Systems
Based in San Diego, GMI Building Services is an integrated facility solutions company.  

Employing approximately 1,300 people, GMI offers custodial and security solutions to a 

variety of businesses throughout Southern California, including Class A commercial office 

buildings, retail and manufacturing facilities. Within its custodial operations, GMI has a trade 

services division that provides general maintenance services, including light construction, 

drywall repair, painting, plumbing and woodwork.

Within the trade services division, GMI employees are assigned to two-person crews and  

perform a variety of tasks each day. For example, a crew might spend one day painting a 

lobby, then fixing holes in drywall the next. At the start of each shift, employees report to  

the main office where they receive their assignment. Next, they fill a cart that has been  

heavily modified with the necessary supplies for the day. Cart modifications include the  

addition of canisters 

for screws and nails, 

holsters for drills or 

paint sprayers and 

hooks to increase 

storage space. The 

cart is then loaded 

onto the van and 

transported to the 

job site. 

In addition to the time it takes for employees to load various materials onto the cart,  

additional time and labor is lost if employees leave behind a tool or supply. For example,  

if employees are scheduled to complete a drywall project and forget to pack a screw gun, 

they have to travel back to the office. In total, GMI estimates that the amount of time lost 

with this cart system ranged from 30 to 45 minutes a day per crew.

While lost labor associated with the existing cart system was a concern, safety was another 

big issue. Overloaded carts might result in ergonomic or over-exertion injuries as workers 

pushed carts back and forth between locations. Any injury would also have a direct impact  

on GMI’s modification (MOD) rates, which impacts their overall operational costs and  

ultimately, the rates at which they are able to provide their services. The more  

documented injuries, the higher the premium.

BEFORE AFTER
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Opportunity: GMI Uses the Heavy Duty Adaptable Cart to Prepare  
 Employees for Any Job

To help employees stay organized and prepare them for any job, GMI tested the new  

Heavy Duty Adaptable Cart from Rubbermaid Commercial Products. Offering a variety of 

features that provide superior versatility to accommodate the tasks at hand, the new cart 

provided GMI with an all-inclusive solution to improve safety and time savings. Key features 

of the Heavy Duty Adaptable Cart include an adjustable handle that securely locks into four 

different positions, customizable organization through small-part storage areas and snap-in 

hooks, a flip-up shelf and a convertible work surface that extends the cart’s available work 

area for larger materials and tasks.

“You can tell by the construction of [the Heavy Duty Adaptable Cart] that a lot more  

time, thought and energy went into this cart compared to other carts available,” said Alan 

Wagemester, VP of Operations, GMI. “It is a lot easier to use and is more stable than our 

current cart system. We’ve found that the adjustable handle makes it easier for every worker 

to transport the cart to various areas within a building. The secured storage offers a lot 

more versatility with what our employees are able to bring to a job site. It also reduces the 

likelihood that tools and supplies will fall off the cart as it’s being transported.”

GMI used the cart’s storage features to develop pre-packed carts for common jobs, such as 

painting.  Based on their assignment, employees can easily select a pre-packed cart to bring 

to their job-site. This new system helps workers stay organized and reduces the opportunity 

for supplies to become lost or left behind.

Once items are placed onto the carts, crews load them onto the vans and transport them  

to the job location. The locking casters are a key feature in this application, as carts are 

transported in a van at least twice each day, and sometimes more often if there is more 

than one job location. The locking casters help secure the cart while in transit. Bungee  

cords anchored at tie-down locations further secure materials on the cart during  

transportation. 

At the job site, teams use the Heavy Duty Adaptable Cart’s convertible top shelf for larger-

scale projects like painting and cutting drywall. With their previous cart, workers had to 

return to the van or find a suitable large surface for completing such tasks. The additional 

workspace also provides a great surface for workers to assemble small parts without having 

to kneel down to the ground.
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“With the Heavy Duty Adaptable Cart, we’ve been able to consolidate everything,” said 

Wagemester. “Everything is organized to the task, so it’s essential that the tools and  

materials for each of the job tasks stay together. The cart allows us to be extremely flexible 

with what goes on it in a given day, allowing us to carry larger pieces of equipment. It also 

reduces our back-and-forth on the job site, because it easily transports to various areas in 

a building without risk of damaging floors.”

Results: The Adaptable Cart is Safer to Use, Saves Time — and Money
With the new, streamlined process in place, GMI estimates that they have substantially  

reduced the amount of time needed to set-up the carts each morning—by as much as 

25 to 40 minutes a day. A conservative time savings estimate equates to a minimum of 

$15,240* a year (assuming five, two-person teams took 30 minutes to set-up and load 

materials) and up to $22,860*1 (assuming five, two-person teams took 45 minutes to  

set-up and load materials)—more than enough cover the cost of a new cart.

“We’ve experienced a tremendous labor savings from the new cart system,”  
said Wagemester. “Within a week of labor savings, I would cover the cost  
difference of this cart between previous carts we’ve used.”

Improved safety is another key benefit of the Heavy Duty Cart for GMI. Stability, durability 

and built-in features such as locking casters protect workers as they load materials onto 

the cart and transport it to and around job sites. The cart’s adjustable handle is designed 

with ergonomics in mind. It is easily adjusted to various heights, reducing physical strain 

on employees and making it easier to transport the cart.

“Safety is really key for us,” added Wagemester. “We couldn’t buy enough carts to save 

the amount that we would spend on one injury. Protecting our workers is a critical to our  

business.”

Finally, GMI finds the adaptable cart system looks more professional and improves the  

way employees feel about what they are doing—people are more apt to want to work  

for a business that is investing in them and the tools they use. The new cart system also 

improves the way their clients perceive GMI when workers are in the field. Well designed 

and engineered, it speaks to the value of the work being performed.  

__________________
1*Estimates based off a labor rate of $10/hour.
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What a mere FIVE MINUTES lost each day
costs in annual labor dollars1

HOURLY RATE 5 EMPLOYEES 10 EMPLOYEES 25 EMPLOYEES 50 EMPLOYEES 100 EMPLOYEES 250 EMPLOYEES

Items on Cart Per Job Descriptions

PAINTING WELDING HANDYMAN DRYWALL ELECTRICAL QUOTES

 Drop Cloths Welder Screwdriver Taping Knife Light Bulbs Extension Table
 Tape Welding Helmut Wrench Drywall Patch Outlet Covers Laptop
 Plastic Gloves Pliers Tape Switch Plate Paper
 Brushes Safety Gloves Level Sander Bulb Remover Pens
 Rollers Leather Jacket Cutter Drywall Screws Gloves Tape Measure
 X-Tension Pole Knee Pads Hammer Metal Frames Misc. Tools Moisture Meter
 Paint Grinder Ladder Misc.Tools Ladder Misc. Tools
 Bags Safety Glasses Ruler Ladder Power Tester Ladder
 Paint Remover Chipping Hammer Mallet Fan Tape Rags
 Ladder C-Clamp Misc. Screws Water
 Rags Wire Brush Misc. Bolts Rags
 Buckets Water Misc. Washers
  Rags Pry Bar
   Utility Knife
   Crescent Wrench
   Drill w/Bits
   Saw
   Stud Finder
   Rags
   Water

1Based on 254 working days per year.
2Burdened labor rate is the actual amount it costs a company to employ a worker. It is typically determined using salary,  
payroll tax, insurance premiums, paid leave (sick/holiday) and any other benefits that are a cost to the employer. The labor  
rate in this chart is a simple illustration of how wasted labor increases the cost per employee drastically when considering  
hourly and burdened payroll.

 $8.00 1,016 2,032 5,080 10,160 20,320 50,800

 $10.00 1,270 2,540 6,350 12,700 25,400 63,500

 $12.00 1,524 3,048 7,620 15,240 30,480 76,200

 $14.00 1,778 3,556 8,890 17,780 35,560 88,900

 $16.00 2,032 4,064 10,160 20,320 40,640 101,600 

Source: Janitor University –

Executive Management Course, ManageMen, Inc.

Hourly Rate

Burdened Labor Rate2

This chart demonstrates how GMI kitted RCP Adaptable Carts for different tasks/tools throughout the course of this case study.
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